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Demonstration of a Quartic Cell, a Free-Space
True-Time-Delay Device Based on the White Cell
Carolyn M. Warnky, Rashmi Mital, and Betty Lise Anderson, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The authors report on a design and demonstration
of a quartic-style optical true-time-delay device based on a White
cell. This device is designed for 81 sequential time delays with an
incremental delay of 243 ps and a maximum delay of 19.683 ns.
The time delays are implemented by free-space translations, with
lens trains as needed for beam containment. A digital microelectromechanical tilting micromirror array is used to send the
light into different delay paths.
Index Terms—Microelectromechanical devices, optical delay
lines, phased array radar.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

RUE-TIME-DELAY devices (TTD) are of benefit in
phased array antennas because they are frequency insensitive, therefore allowing a larger bandwidth than what is possible
with phase shifters [1]. Electronic TTD devices have practical
limitations due to the heavy and bulky implementations of
coaxial cable, wave guides, or strip lines. These limitations can
be reduced by using optical TTD devices [1].
For optical TTD, the RF signals from each antenna element are modulated onto light beams, which are then delayed
individually as necessary for the appropriate steering of the
antenna. The delayed beams are sent to high-speed photodetectors, where the RF signals are recombined, now with the correct
relative phases.
There are two general types of optical TTD devices: freespace and guided-wave such as fiber delay lines. Guided-wave
TTDs include planar waveguide styles [2], [3] that are optimal
for very short delays. These typically use 1 × 2 switches to
switch optical beams between planar waveguides of different
lengths. Fibers of different lengths were also used early on
[4]–[8]. These approaches in general require a series of delay
lines for each antenna element or a single fiber for each delay and switching of beams among them. They are generally
appropriate for long delays, but the fiber lengths must be cut
extremely precisely or stretchers used to make the delay accurate. Alternatively, the errors can be corrected in the electronic
TTDs that would be typically used for the short delays. More
recently, fiber Bragg gratings [9], [10] and dispersive fiber [11]–
[14] or prisms [15]–[18] have allowed the reuse of the same
hardware for different elements, but they require either tunable
lasers or multiple lasers with precisely controlled wavelengths.
TTDs using free space generally enjoy the advantage of paralManuscript received November 8, 2005; revised May 30, 2006.
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lelism (many light beams share the same free space) [19]–[21],
but long delays tend to lead to large volumes because of
beam expansion. Other free-space approaches use traveling
interference patterns, with spatial sampling [22] or holographic
diffraction [23], and coupling of free-space beams into substrate
hologram modes [24]. Free-space approaches generally do not
require multiple or tunable lasers, and the time delays are not
perturbed by dispersion.
We discuss here a free-space system that uses a single light
beam for each antenna element, and has the advantage that
hundreds or thousands of beams can circulate in the same
volume, using a small amount of hardware. Our approach uses a
White cell, which constantly refocuses the beam to avoid beam
expansion, thus enabling very small volumes. Also, free-space
lengths may be easily adjusted to fine tune the delays to the
required accuracy.
The term “quartic” cell in this paper’s title describes the
counting system used in this White-cell-based delay device. In
this case, the delays are counted in base “3” and is quartic in the
sense that 34 = 81 delays. The work described here differs from
that of [25], in that it uses a digital microelectromechanical
system (MEMS) with three discrete tip angles per mirror, rather
than an analog one, for simpler control electronics. The digital
MEMS also has smaller pixels and a smaller pitch for more
compactness. Finally, multiple field lenses are used in the cell
to reduce aberrations. Both systems are related to the earlier
work described in [26].
In the following sections, we explain our free-space TTD
device based on the White cell. In Section II, we present the
development of the design from the original White cell. In
Section III, we contrast two different designs for the quartic
cell, and in Section IV, we report on experimental results for
the most recent version of the quartic cell. We state some
conclusions in the final section.
II. B ACKGROUND
A. White Cell
Our approach to optical TTD is based on a free-space optical
configuration, which is first developed for long path lengths
in spectroscopy by White [27]. Detailed descriptions of these
White-cell-based designs are available elsewhere [25], [26],
[28]–[32], so we only give a general outline here.
The White cell, which is shown from the top in Fig. 1(a),
is an arrangement of three spherical mirrors, all with the same
radius of curvature R. The mirrors are placed at the ends, facing
inward, with two mirrors Z1 and Z2 on the right, and one
mirror (mirror M ) on the left side. Small input and output
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 1. (a) White cell. (b) Mirror M with spot patterns.

turning mirrors lie at the side of mirror M . The length of the
cell is R, so input spots are reimaged every round trip through
the system. Two round trips are drawn in the figure.
The positions of the input beams, the initial angle of the input
beams, and the locations of the centers of curvature determine
the pattern of spots formed on M . An array of input beams
can propagate through the system simultaneously, resulting in
efficient use of space. A typical set of spot patterns is depicted
in Fig. 1(b), where we see the front of mirror M , with the input
and output turning mirrors on the right of M . The centers of
curvatures of Z1 and Z2 are indicated by x’s and the labels
CC1 and CC2. One beam out of the array is highlighted, and
the bounce numbers are printed above and below the outline of
mirror M . The centers of curvature are slightly offset laterally
from the center of M , thus allowing the beams to “walk off”
M after a prescribed number of passes through the system. The
beams then land on the output turning mirror and are redirected
out of the system.
The White cell can be adapted for TTD in two types of
architectures, which we call polynomial cells and exponential
cells. These have been described elsewhere [25], [31], so here,
we focus on the specific type of polynomial cell called the
quartic cell. We next explain how this cell is adapted from the
simple White cell.
B. Polynomial Cells
The first step in adapting the White cell for TTD is to
replace mirror M with the optically equivalent flat reflecting
surface and field lens. The surface is more than a simple mirror,
because we need the capability to direct individual beams on
different bounces to optical paths of various lengths. In the
results reported here, the surface is a MEMS with an array
of micromirrors, each with three tilt states. Each pixel in the
array of micromirrors is individually controlled by computer
interface and can tip to ±10◦ or flat.
We then combine multiple White cells having arms of different lengths, each sharing the MEMS surface but directed at
angles determined by the tilt angles of the micromirror array.
One cell, corresponding to the zero tip state, is designated as the
null cell and has arms of equal length d1 . All beams experience
a minimum delay of n + 1 times the null-cell round-trip length,

Quartic cell with multiple field lenses.

where n is the number of bounces for one beam on the MEMS
surface. For additional delay, the beam is directed into the
delay arms.
The parameters of polynomial cells are derived in detail in
[25].1 Some general results are given here. The number of
states available in the MEMS or other spatial light modulator
determines the number of delay arms p. The order of the system
is also p, and the base is b, which is dependent on n and p.
The number N of total sequential delays is proportional to bp ,
although there will be some limitations for higher order cells.
Each delay arm can be visited up to b − 1 times, adding delay in
each pass.
For the present quartic cell, of order four, the delay arms are
longer than the null arms by ∆, b∆, b2 ∆, and b3 ∆, where ∆
is the distance corresponding to half the minimum time-delay
increment ∆T . The longest sequential delay is (b4 − 1)∆T
longer than the null delay, making N equal to b4 . In this configuration of the quartic cell, with p = 4 and n ∈ {6, 10, 14 . . .},
the base is b = (n + 2)/p.
In our implementation, there are ten bounces on the MEMS,
giving a base of three with the longest delay being 80∆T . The
four delay arms introduce individual delays of ∆, 3∆, 9∆, and
27∆. Any delay from 0 to 80∆, in increments of ∆, can be
selected by the appropriate combination of zero, one, or two
trips to each of the delay arms.
The layout of the quartic cell is shown in Fig. 2, with a
connectivity diagram in the lower left-hand corner. The MEMS
plane and three field lenses are shown on the left, and the Whitecell mirrors are shown on the right. The field lenses are labeled
FLW, FLZ, and FLE, and the mirrors are labeled with the letters
Z, E, and W , representing the zero, east, and west directions,
respectively. There are additional lenses in arms E1 and W 1,
and the E1 arm is shown in two parts to reduce the width of
the figure. The axes bisecting the pairs of mirrors are at 0◦ and
±20◦ , or twice the tilt angle of the micromirrors. The Whitecell mirrors are also labeled with numerals 1 or 2, designating
whether that mirror’s center of curvature is located at CC1
or CC2. The dashed lines labeled IP indicate image planes of
the MEMS, which can be used for introducing input beams or
extracting output beams

1 Note that the number of bounces n is equal to m + 1 in [3], because the
output bounce is included in n.
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A beam coming from any mirror labeled with a 1 will
bounce off the MEMS and go to a mirror labeled with a 2, and
vice versa. Only the null-cell mirrors can connect to three other
mirrors; the delay-arm mirrors only have two choices for the
next mirror. This is apparent in the connectivity diagram in
the lower left corner of the figure where the circles represent
the White-cell mirrors, and the double-headed arrows indicate
bounces on the MEMS surface. Vertical arrows symbolize flat
positions for the micromirrors, and the horizontal arrows refer
to east or west tilts, which are determined by the E or W label
on one of the connecting mirrors. The E1 arm is the input arm,
and the W 1 arm is the output arm.
The angles of the Z, E, and W mirrors must be precisely
controlled to align the spot patterns on the micromirror array.
Fortunately, these spherical mirrors only have to be aligned
once. The micromirrors, which are rapidly tipped to multiple
states, have a much looser angular alignment. The main design
concern is that the mirrors in the delay arms have diameters
large enough to intercept the complete beam for any inaccuracy
of the micromirror tip angles [33]. The alignment of the input
beams is also critical, both in position and angle.
The nature of any architecture of the White cell requires
two imaging conditions to be satisfied: 1) M is reimaged for
any round trip through the cell, and 2) the mirrors labeled
with a 1 are conjugate to the mirrors labeled with a 2 for any
valid trip through the cell. Both imaging conditions require a
magnification of −1.
In Fig. 2, there are three separate field lenses to the right of
the MEMS plane for the three different pairs of arms. It is also
possible to have a single field lens. These two approaches are
discussed in detail in the following section.
III. Q UARTIC C ELL : T WO A PPROACHES
A. Single Field Lens
Another polynomial cell design is the octic cell [25], [26],
with N proportional to b8 . One implementation of the octic cell
is two orthogonal quartic cells, and one of these quartic cells
was demonstrated previously [25].
That quartic cell has a single field lens. The delay arms have
different distances from the field lens to the White-cell mirrors
to achieve time delay, so additional optics are necessary to
satisfy the imaging conditions. The simplest solution is to add
dielectric blocks, which can be chosen to give additional time
delay and still achieve imaging [25], [32]. Another possibility is
to add lenses in the delay path. This option is the best for very
long delays, because the lens train constrains the diameter of
the beam by continuously refocusing it. Lens trains also avoid
the absorption losses and weight, which would result from long
delays in blocks.
There is another less obvious difference between arms with
delay blocks and arms with lens trains, and that is the image
plane of the MEMS in a lens-train arm. With an image plane
in the delay arm, input and output beams can be reflected
through the delay arm instead of at turning mirrors next to the
MEMS. This image plane is more convenient than the MEMS
plane due to physical limitations in getting close to the MEMS.
The pixel pitch in our current MEMS is 250 µm, making it
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extremely difficult to place an external turning mirror close
enough to the outer pixel. Also, the entrance angle to the turning
mirrors has to be even larger than the outer delay arm, and any
input/output optics are difficult to place without interfering with
other arms.
The single-field-lens design implemented previously [25]
had three dielectric blocks and one lens train for the delay arms
in the quartic cell. There, the lens-train arm was used for the
input and output arrays, with the two arrays above and below
each other.
That design, with one lens-train arm, reduces the number of
delays possible for a given number of bounces, because the
routing path has to start and end in the same arm. The delayarm mirror in the I/O path and the mirror in the opposite corner
of the connectivity diagram cannot both have b − 1 visits in n
bounces. For sequential delays, the longest delay with one lens
train is (b − 1) ∗ (b3 + 1) + (b − 2) ∗ b. In a ten-bounce quartic
cell, the longest delay is reduced to 59∆T . Alternatively, we
can increase the number of bounces by two and have b4 + 1
sequential delays.
B. Multiple Field Lenses
The multiple-field-lens design, as shown in Fig. 2, uses
distances in air for the time delays. One of the delay arms for
each field lens does not require additional optics beyond the
field lens and the White-cell mirror. This is possible because the
field lenses for the delay arms can be chosen with longer focal
lengths than for the null cell, and the curvature of the White-cell
mirrors is selected to work with that specific field lens to satisfy
the imaging conditions. The other delay arm for each of the two
outer field lenses has a lens train. These lens-train arms allow
for input and output in separate arms, resulting in a true quartic
cell with 81 delays in ten bounces on the MEMS.
By eliminating the dielectric blocks of the single-field-lens
design, the amount of loss is lowered in each of the arms. This
is obvious in the two arms without blocks or lenses. For the
lens-train arms, there are some qualifications depending on the
antireflection (AR) coating used and the material and thickness
of the lenses or the blocks. In the previous cell, the dielectric
blocks were made of BK7 and were intrinsically lossy, with
about 1 dB for 1 ns of delay. If the blocks were fused silica, this
could be reduced by a factor of about five for λ = 1.55 µm. A
round trip through two lenses of fused silica with an AR coating
of 99.75% transmission and thickness of 4 mm has a loss of less
than 0.1 dB. The two longer delay arms have delays of 2.187
and 6.561 ns, so the lens trains have lower loss than blocks of
either material.
The maximum loss, assuming dielectric mirrors (R =
0.999), no folding, AR-coating losses (T = 0.9974), and assuming 0.1-dB loss per bounce on the MEMS, is calculated to
be 1.9 dB and the minimum is 1.5 dB (0.4-dB variation over the
81 possible delays). While this neglects input/output coupling
and diffraction losses, a previous White cell [31] using the same
MEMS (nine bounces, four bounces on the MEMS) had a worst
case of 5.2-dB loss (measured). That demonstration had known
diffraction issues due to undersized lenses, but in both cases,
the loss of a real system is expected to be under 6 dB.
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TABLE I
DISTANCES (IN MILLIMETERS) FOR THE QUARTIC CELL

An additional advantage of using the multiple-field-lens design is reduced aberrations. The beams traveling to the delay
arms go through the field lens at a maximum angle reduced by
20◦ compared to the single-field-lens case. This is twice the tip
angle of the MEMS pixels, which was 10◦ in both cells. A cell
could be designed for a MEMS array with a smaller tip angle,
in which case, the difference would not be as important.
The newer quartic cell was also designed to be more compact
than the previous version. This was partly due to the size of the
micromirror arrays assumed for each design and partly due to
the diameter of the field lenses. We used a standard of f/10 for
the field lenses, but the diameter of the field lens in the singlefield-lens design had to be larger because of the larger angles of
the beams. The first quartic cell had a field-lens diameter of
60 mm, which was placed 25 mm from the MEMS plane,
resulting in a null-cell distance d1 of at least 600 mm to
maintain f/10. The largest diameter field lens required for the
second cell was 34 mm at a distance of 155 mm, resulting in a
minimum d1 of 340 mm (see [25] for information on calculating
diameters). The actual lens used was 50.8 mm in diameter to fit
standard mounts. The field lenses have to be farther away from
the MEMS plane when using multiple field lenses compared to
a single lens to allow the beams traveling to the different pairs
of arms to be separated by the time they get to the field lenses.
The distances for the multiple-field-lens design are given in
Table I. For each arm, the table lists the targeted time delay T ,
the corresponding distance in air D, assuming half of a roundtrip pass, and the distances between the optical elements. The
distances are labeled d0 from the MEMS plane to the field lens,
d1 from the field lens to the White-cell mirror or the first lens
in the lens train and d2 and d3 for the other distances in the lens
train. The designed time delays were chosen to work with the
optical elements within a target accuracy of ±6 ps. As defined
in Section II-B, the delay arms in order W 2, E2, W 1, and E1,
have delays of ∆, 3∆, 9∆, and 27∆, respectively, where ∆
is 243 ps.
The optical elements are listed in Table II with the corresponding radii of curvature and thicknesses. All the measurements are given in millimeters. The field lenses are meniscus,
and the lens-train lenses are biconvex. The curvatures were
picked based on test plates available at a particular optics
company.
C. Microelectromechanical Micromirror Array
We used a micromirror array designed and built by Sandia
National Laboratories, which consists of a ten by ten rectan-

TABLE II
OPTICAL SURFACES IN THE QUARTIC CELL

Fig. 3.

Block diagram for time-delay measurements.

gular array with 100-µm square mirrors on a 250-µm pitch.
This array was originally designed for use in the octic cell, so
it has two quadrants whose mirrors tip up and down, and two
quadrants with mirrors that tip side to side or east and west.
In the quartic cell, we can only use the two E−W quadrants,
giving a total of ten bounces for a five by one array of inputs.
The mirrors tip in discrete angles of ±10◦ .
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We constructed the multiple-field-lens quartic cell of Fig. 2
and Tables I and II. Our primary experimental goal was to
measure correct time delays for each of the arms. To measure
delays, we connected the quartic cell as shown in Fig. 3. The
gray arrows indicate optical inputs and outputs, and the black
arrows represent RF signals. The light from the laser goes into
the quartic cell after being modulated with an RF signal from
the network analyzer. The photodetector receives the output
optical beam and sends the resulting RF signal to port 2 of the
network analyzer.
We measured the S21 parameter, which compared the input
at port 2 to the frequency-swept RF output from port 1. An internal Fourier transform of the magnitude of the S21 parameter
gave the time delay compared to the calibrated delay of the null
cell. We found initially that the delays were not quite correct;
for example, W 2 was too short by 15.5 ps. The positions of the
optics were adjusted to correct the time delay and still maintain
focus. These arms were adjusted to the required delays within
the precision of the measurement.
In Fig. 4, there are two sample time-delay measurements: one
trip to arm E1 on the top and the null delay on the bottom. The
vertical scale is 10 dB/div, and the horizontal scale is 2 ns/div,
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Fig. 4.

Sample delay measurements of 6.56 ns (top) and zero delay (bottom).

Fig. 5.

Phase shift for 730 ps of time delay over 16-GHz bandwidth.

Fig. 6.

Delay of 15.035 ns is obtained in two trips each to W 2, E2, and E1.

extending from −10 to +10 ns. The targeted delay for arm E1
was 6561 ps (measured value 6560 ps), and the null delay was
calibrated as zero. The measurement resolution was 1.25 ps.
The noise floor was about −60 dB.
Fig. 5 shows the phase measurement for a time delay of
730 ps, with 45◦ of phase for each vertical division and 1.6 GHz
for each horizontal division, extending from 2 to 18 GHz. As we
can see, the phase shift is linear across the whole bandwidth,
demonstrating the advantage of using the TTD.
In this quartic cell, the delays from 0 to 80∆ are obtained
by sending each light beam to each of these four different
delay arms either zero, one, or two times (counting in base 3).
Fig. 6 shows a sample delay for multiple visits to different
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arms. These particular data were taken before the arm lengths
were corrected. In this case, a light beam was sent to W 2 twice
(2x 227.5 ps), E2 twice (2x 730), and E1 twice (2x 6560) for
a total delay of 15.035 ns. In all delays tested, multiple visits to
delay arms added correctly within the measurement resolution.
Therefore, we did not repeat all of the measurements when the
individual arms were correctly tuned.
Table III lists the experimentally measured time delays for
each delay arm after the final adjustments as well as the results
from two different ways of measuring the power relative to the
null delay. The column labeled “Peak” gives the peak power as
read from the network analyzer, which is connected to a smallarea high-speed photodetector. The last column gives the power
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TABLE III
TIME DELAY AND LOSSES IN EACH ARM

measured on a large area detector, which has a slow response
time. We were able to tune each of the arms to the correct time
delay within the desired ±6-ps accuracy.
The small active area of the photodetector used for the timedelay measurements made it extra sensitive to alignment and
focus. It was a New Focus 1417, with a detector radius of
10 µm. The larger area detector was a Newport 818-IR, with an
active radius of 1.5 mm. The difference in alignment sensitivity
accounts for the large discrepancy between the two columns of
measurements in Table III. During initial measurements, arm
W 2 had a delay that was wrong by 15.5 ps and was sufficiently
out of focus that the peak power was down by −22 dB.
Getting that arm back into focus affected the input beam, also
requiring adjusting its focus. In the process of refocusing the
arms, the east arms dropped in power by more than 10 dB.
Obviously, the system was not completely in focus in the final
measurements given in Table III.
There were other experimental issues contributing to the
measured loss. First, there were additional folding mirrors in
the optical layout, which are not shown in the schematic of
Fig. 2. We used dielectric coated mirrors in the null cell but had
to use gold-coated mirrors in the other arms due to long lead
times for the correctly sized dielectric-coated mirrors. Second,
the coating on the right-angle mirrors used for the input and
output turning mirrors did not extend all the way to the edges,
especially to the top and bottom. The output turning mirror
had to pick off a beam in the middle of the image plane
because of the quadrants used on the MEMS. This meant the
physical edge of the mirror extended into the path of the beams
directed to mirror W 1 for delay, contributing to the large loss in
arm W 1.
Another issue was the stability of the optical mounts, in
particular, the fixtures holding the input turning mirror. We
could see a drop off in power over a period of many minutes. As
the different alignment and focusing adjustments are coupled
together, it was not a trivial task to realign, and it could not be
done in “real-time.” This drop in power was seen even in the
null cell, which was used as the calibrated power level for both
the time-delay and power measurements. Between calibration
and measurements, there was a drop of 0.5 dB, as listed
in Table III.
V. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION
We have presented an optical TTD device that can delay
a signal from 0 to 19.683 ns in increments of 243 ps with
accuracy of better than ±6 ps. This device is based on the
White cell and uses free-space propagation for time delay. The
switching for different delays is accomplished with a computercontrolled micromirror array, directing the optical beam into

different arms as needed. The biggest advantage of the Whitecell approach is its parallelism; many optical beams can circulate simultaneously in the same apparatus, and each can be
individually controlled. Each one makes ten bounces in the
apparatus. Further, only four delay paths have to be constructed
to obtain 81 different delays, since the long delays are obtained
by multiple visits to each delay arm. These same four arms are
used by all the beams, which could be in the hundreds. Other
advantages are lack of tunable lasers and the lack of dispersion
in free space.
Switching into all delay arms was demonstrated, and various
combinations of visits to the arms produced the desired delays.
Importantly, we showed that the lengths of the delays can be
made accurate to the required precision, which is an important
advantage of a free-space system.
One area for future work is reducing loss further. Due to
the nature of the White cell, the output is sensitive to the
displacement of the input beam and of the centers of curvature
of the White-cell mirrors. Stability is especially important when
the output is sent to a high-speed photodetector with a small
active area. The focus of each arm is also important because a
blurred spot means less power on a small detector.
Alignment stability is an obvious concern for a free-space
system such as this one that relies on imaging spots onto small
pixels. The apparatus demonstrated here was intentionally
made large for ease of experimentation, but a practical system
would be built differently. In a later design, we have generated a baseline quartic-cell model with similar specifications
(81 delays, maximum delay about 20 ns) in a volume approximately 10.5 × 1.1 × 2.75 in (optics only, mounts not included).
It uses a single field lens and a combination of dielectric
blocks for short delays and folded mirror trains for long delays.
It supports 160 light beams in this greatly reduced volume.
The required White-cell-mirror alignment angle accuracy is
10 µrad, which is easily achieved with catalog mounts. In a nonlaboratory environment, vibration and temperature excursions
will need to be addressed, for example, by fabricating the entire
assembly on a material of low thermal coefficient of expansion,
and by aligning and then gluing the mirrors in place.
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